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We prove that on a complex semisimple Lie algebra go any invariant eigen- 
distribution 0 with nonsingular infinitesimal character i can be represented as a 
contour integral over a unique homology class f of top degree on the conormal 
variety of the Go-action on the flag manifold of g = ( gO)c. When r is the closure 
of the conormal bundle of a Go-orbit S,,, on the flag manifold (any r is a linear 
combination of such) we prove that in Harish-Chandra’s representation of 0 as a 
linear combination of exponentials on a Cartan subalgebra h, the coeffkients are, 
up to sign, the local Euler numbers at the fixed points of H,, in the closure of S,, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
According to a basic result of Harish-Chandra [lo] the invariant eigen- 
distributions on a semisimple complex lie algebra g, are locally integrable 
functions, which for a regular infinitesimal character L, are given by the 
formula 
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for certain coefficients nz, (notation explained below). There is a 
remarkable relation between these distributions on g, and homology 
classes of top dimension on the conormal variety of the GO-action on the 
flag-manifold of g. Namely each such distribution 8 may be expressed as a 
contour integral over such a homology class r. 
1 
H(x) = (2n)“n! s 
e%‘l(&). 
p,, 
(pi is a map to the orbit of i in the complexification g* of g,* and gl, is 
the canonical holomorphic two-form on this orbit.) The coefficients m, 
have a curious interpretation: every homology class f is a linear combination 
of the fundamental cycles of the conormals of the GO-orbits on the flag 
manifold and for these conormals m, is-up to sign-the Euler number at 
a point on a Schubert variety. This is the content of the Integral Formulu 
referred to in the title (Theorem 2.1). 
What interest there may be in this integral formula should not be sought 
in another explicit representation of the invariant eigendistributions: one 
can hardly ask for anything more explicit than Harish-Chandra’s formula 
( 1). It is rather the relation to the homology of the conormal variety itself 
which seems of interest to me: it reveals a structure inherent in the simple 
exponential expressions (I) which is hardly apparent at first sight. For 
example, the formula (2) leads to an explicit isomorphism between the 
representation of W on the homology classes f constructed by Springer 
and Kazhdan-Lusztig [ 121 and the representation on the 0 permuting the 
rn,.: it explains the relation between the asymptotic behaviour of the 8 at 
0, nilpotenty orbits, and harmonic polynomials discovered by Barbasch 
and Vogan [ 11, the relation between characters and characteristic varieties, 
and other things, which I shall discuss in the second part of this paper. 
(See also [17].) 
Apart from Harish-Chandra’s basic regularity theorem quoted above, 
the proof of the integral formula (2) uses a method I learned from Berline 
and Vergne [3] explained below. 
Theorems, lemmas, and formulas are numbered independently in each 
section; a citation (3.2) refers to formula (2) of Section 3. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE INTEGRAL FORMULA 
Even though we shall exclusively be concerned with complex groups, it 
is notationally and conceptually simpler to start with the real case. For 
ease of reference we introduce notation in a list: 
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g, = a semisimple real Lie algebra. 
g = the complexification of g,. 
G,, = the adjoint group of go. 
G = the adjoint group of g. 
?J = the flag manifold of G realized as the variety of Bore1 subalgebras 
h of g. 
We note that g/b can be identified with the tangent space to .AY at b, 
b’ = (g/b)* c g* with the cotangent space. The real pairing of g/b and 
(g/b)* is taken as (a, v) = Re v(u). g,/g, n b is then identified with the 
tangent space of GO. b at b, b’ n ig,* with the conormal of g,/g, n b c g/b 
in (g/b)* = b’. Correspondingly, ,%* is identified with the cotangent bundle 
of a as real manifold, .Y with the conormal variety of the GO-action on 2, 
i.e., the union of the conormal bundles of the GO-orbits in g. This variety 
Y will play a fundamental role. It is a real-algebraic subvariety of g* 
(not a complex subvariety). The part of .4p over any GO-orbit in g, i.e., 
the conormal of the orbit, is a smooth vector bundle of fibre-dimension 
equal to the codimension of the orbit, but Y has singularities along the 
intersections of the closures of these vector bundles. These closures we call 
the components of ,Y. We record dimensions. Put dim, g = n; then 
dim, g* = dim, Y = 2n. 
When g, itself admits a complex structure there is a bijection between the 
conormal variety Y of the G,-action on g and the conormal variety Y of 
the K-action (as will be explained presently). Under this bijection, the com- 
ponents of Y correspond to the components of the complex variety 9”. 
This variety was studied by Steinberg [19] and reappeared in the work of 
Kazhdan and Lusztig [ 11, 121. We continue with notation: 
(3 = a Cartan involution of g,, extended C-linearly to g. 
k, = O-fixed subalgebra in g,, k in g. 
o = conjugation in g with respect to g,. 
z=d. 
u = r-fixed subalgebra in g. 
h, = O-stable Cartan subalgebra in g,, h in g. 
K,, K, U, H,, H the corresponding groups. 
sr = a fixed Bore1 subalgebra of g containing h (base point for 8). 
Q;. = G . i, the G-orbit in g* of a regular element i of h* = 
Ck slL = g*. 
a/ = the canonical holomorphic 2-form on Q j.. 
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Thus U is a compact form in G, K, a maximal compact subgroup of G,,. 
The form cr, is defined by a,.(~. 4, r.4) = 4( [u, v]), the dot denoting the 
coadjoint action of g on g*. 
There is a map 
for u E U, v E .Y:. This map is well defined, and for regular I. (as stipulated) 
it is bijective. It turns the affine bundle R, -+ %*, g .i. + g’s,, into the 
vector bundle B* + .4? by means of the cross section U. 3. of 52, -+ ,%. It is 
real-analytic, but not holomorphic. It does not respect the action of G, nor 
even of G,, only the action of U. 
We shall be interested in integrals of the form 
where r is a 2n-cycle on .Yc B* with arbitrary support. Since 
2n = dim, 9, this simply means that r is a formal linear combination with 
integer coefficients of oriented components of 9, without boundary in the 
sense of homology. These integrals are to be understood as distributions on 
the real Lie algebra g,, x being the variable in go. In this sense they 
converge, i.e., 
converges for all f E C,? ( g,). 
To see the convergence of the integral, write 4 = Re 5 + i Im 4 according 
to g = g,* + ig,*. Then Re 5 is bounded along the image pj.(Y) of Y in Qj.: 
if <~pJ5“), say <=u.(i.+v) with u.(s,,v)~Y, then u.vEgg* by the 
definition of Y, so Re 5 = Re u . /2. This gives 1 Re 5 1 < C with C depending 
only on jti; 1 .I is a Euclidean norm on g*. 
On the other hand, forfe CcY(gO) the Fourier transform 
cp(i;)=j f(x)et”“dx 
R” 
is an entire analytic function on g*, which for each N = 0, 1, 2, . . . satisfies 
an estimate of the form 
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The convergence of the above integrals as distributions on g, amounts to 
the convergence of the integrals 
for all such f: This is clear from the above observations: the estimate for 
cp(r) implies that for each N= 0, 1, 2, . . . there is a constant C so that 
C 
I(P(PAh b!))I ‘m if (h, v)E.!Y. 
Hence the differential form p,*(cpaT) on g* is rapidly decreasing along the 
fibres of Y + g. 
Note that the integrand qocry is a closed form on s.Z,., being a 
holomorphic form of top degree 2n = dim, R,. For this reason the integral 
depends only on the homology class of the 2n-cycle pj,f on Q, (or of r on 
97*), provided one defines a homology on these noncompact manifolds 
which respects the growth properties of the p([). Such 2n-cycles and their 
homology classes will be called contours on 0; or on .49*. This is the point 
of view taken in [16]. Of course if the cycles f are required to lie on the 
subvariety Y of W* as here, no special homology is required; the con- 
vergence of the integrals is built into the definition of .Y as we just noted. 
From now on we assume that the Lie algebra g,, itself admits a complex 
structure. To make our definitions explicit we write out what they amount 
to in this case, although we shall continue to use them in the form given 
above. 
g, = a complex Lie algebra. 
g = g, x g, with g, embedded as {(x, x)}, x -+X a conjugation in g, 
with respect to a compact form k,,. 
g* = g$ x g,* with ((<, 5’) (x, x’)) = r(x) + [‘(x’). 
G=GOxG, with G,= ((a,a)}. 
K, = the compact form of G, with Lie algebra k,. 
K = diagonal {(a, a)} in G, x G,. 
U= K. x K,. 
49 = && x @,, a0 the flag manifold of g,. 
B* = 93; x ii%; = {(b, b’; t’, \I’): 6, b’ E .SY’o*, v E b ‘, v’ E b” }. 
Y = {(b, 6; v, v’) E 9i?* : v’ = --v }, the conormal variety of the Go- 
action. 
9‘ = ((b, 6; v, v’) E g*: r’ = --I’}, the conormal variety of the K-action. 
h = h, x h,. We assume h, = h,,. 
W, = the Weyl group of g,, ho. 
W= the Weyl group of g, h = I+‘, x I+‘,, with W,, = {(u’, ~1) 1. 
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s, = h, x h,, h, a Bore1 subalgebra of g,, i;,, = ,~~~h,, the opposite Bore1 
subalgebra. 
s,, = M’ ’ . s, (bit E IV), base-points for the G,,-action. 
S,. = G, .s,, (\v E W/W,,), the Go-orbit of .P,, .
Y;, = the conormal of S,, 
z, =h,xh,. 
- =tt’ ‘z, - I, (11’ E IV), base points for the K-action. 
Z,, = K.z,, (WE W/W,). 
$, = the conormal of Z,,.. 
One may of course identify W/W,, = W,, but we shall generally not do 
so. The automorphism 1: (-X, ~1) + (.Y, j) of g (as real Lie algebra) maps 
g, = ((x, .U) > to k = {x, x) >. The (U-equivariant) induced map r : g + %?‘, 
(h, h’) + (h, h’), sends the Go-orbit S,,. to the K-orbit Z,, (1~ E W). Its 
cotangent map (under the real pairing) is I: g* + g*, (h, h’; V, v’) -+ 
(h, h; 11, V’) and sends to conormal variety .Y = {(h, h’; I’, -F): v E hl n h” ) 
of the Go-action to the conormal variety 9‘ = ((6, h’; I’, - v): v E hi n h” ) 
of the K-action, sending <y, to SC,“,, Y is the complex subvariety of 98* 
referred to above. We shall give Y the complex structure so that the map 
I: Y -+ 9‘ becomes biholomorphic. This amounts to twisting the complex 
structure on 93 by z and considering .Y as a complex subvariety of the 
holomorphic cotangent bundle of the twisted 9. In the same way the 
Go-orbits S,,. are considered complex submanifolds of the twisted 39 and 
their closures complex submanifolds. 
We return to the integral 
Here n = dim, 99 as before, but now n = 24 with n, = dim,, &,. Except for 
a factor (- 1)“/(2~i)“n! this integral may be written as 
1 
j (2ni)” p,l- 
e r, “, 
’ 
where ,xj. is the function x1(5) = t(- Y on Q, and the exponential is taken in ) 
the exterior algebra. (The integral over a k-chain of an inhomogeneous dif- 
ferential form is the integral of its component of degree k.) The 2n-cycle f 
on .Y is a linear combination of the fundamental cycles of the components 
of the complex variety 9, i.e., of the closures of the conormals .y<; their 
fundamental cycles will also be denoted C4”,.. (In contrast to the real case, 
the components of a complex variety are always without boundary in the 
sense of homology.) Thus 
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for certain coefficients mw, the sum running over WE W/W,. (We shall take 
the homology coefftcients m,, to be complex.) It therefore s&ices to 
consider I-= cq,. For these we shall prove the following Integral Formula. 
THEOREM 2.1. Fix 3. E h*, regular. For any r~ H2,,(.Y), the distribution 
t3 = O,(A) on g, defined by 
O,(i.)=Lj e" (T, 
(27ri)" ,jn I‘ 
is GO-invariant and satisfies DO = xj.(D)Q f or all GO-invariant constant coef- 
ficient operators D on g,; every GO-invariant distribution 8 satisfying this 
equation is of the form 0 = O,(A) f or a unique I-E H*,,(Y). For l-=,5?;., the 
fundamental cycle of a component of .Y, the distribution 0,.(A) is given by the 
formula 
1 
I 
e x, 0, - 
(hi)” p,.~M -& ,c (-1) 
,,“+/(Il,)+/(.I,)EU,,(S,,)e’ ‘i(r). 
> E U’ 
Explanation. According to a basic theorem of Harish-Chandra [lo] 
an invariant eigendistribution of the Go-invariant constant coefficient 
operators on g, is a locally integrable function. The formula gives the 
values of this function on a regular element x of the Cartan subalgebra h,, 
of g,. (Without appealing to Harish-Chandra’s theorem our argument will 
only show that the formula holds on the regular set in go.) xl(D) is the 
value of D on 1 when D is considered a polynomial on g*. On the right, 
~=L.+ a> A+ the roots of h in s,. On the left, 27ri is of course a 
complex number. I(N’) is the length of ~1 E W/W, (z W,,), so l(w) = 
dim, S,. + n,. Eu,.(S,.) is the Euler number of the point s,. on the closure 
of S,$. We shall use the following of the many equivalent definitions of the 
(local)) Euler number (or Euler obstruction) at a point on a complex 
variety (referring to [ 13, 8, 181 for other definitions). The notion of Euler 
number is local, so we may assume we are dealing with a uniformly 
d-dimensional algebraic subvariety V of C”, the point in question being the 
origin. Let V c C” x (Cn)* be the conormal variety (= closure of the 
conormal bundle of the regular set of) V in C”. Then 
where q=(q ,,..., q,,) in C”, p=(p ,,..., p,) in (Cl’)*, dq.dq=C,dq,dq,, 
and B,: = { 1q12 + IpI2 d Ed). We shall verify in an appendix that the above 
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definition of Eu,( V) agrees with the definitions found in the literature. In 
particular, these Euler numbers are integers, Eu,( V) = 1 if B is smooth at 
p, and Eu,(V)=O ifp$ V. 
3. PROOF OF THE INTEGRAL FORMULA 
Fix i.~h*, regular. For re H&Y’) the distribution Q,(i.) on g, is 
Go-invariant: G, being connected, the 2n-cycle pE,r on Qi is homotypic to 
u. prT for any YE G, by a homotopy a(t) .p,f, 0 < t < 1; the integral 
defining 0,-(A) is independent of t, since the homotopy respects the condi- 
tion “1 Re(<)l < const” required for the convergence of the integral defining 
@,(A) and r is a cycle (not just a chain). That O,-(jb) satisfies the differential 
equation 
follows from the fact that the Go-invariant polynomials on g* are constant 
on Qj. 
On the other hand, on the regular elements of h, any solution 8 of this 
differential equation is given by a formula 
with mj.=mj., for ZE W,. (See [21, Sect. 1.4.6, Eq. (17)].) So it suffices to 
show that the 0,(A) corresponding to the q,. are given by such a formula 
on h, and form a basis for such functions on the regular set in h,. This will 
follow from the integral formula, because the matrix [Eu~.~,,.] is unipotent- 
triangular with respect to the Bruhat order on W/W, (Z W,). 
The proof of the integral formula uses a method which goes back to 
Bott [a]. Berline and Vergne showed that the method can be used for the 
evaluation of the type of integral under consideration when the contour 
pj,f is replaced by an elliptic orbit of the real group G, in g,*; our proof 
owes much to their paper. We summarize the method in Lemma 1 below 
with the modifications needed for the case at hand, when integraton goes 
over possibly singular varieties or generally over homology-chains rather 
than over smooth manifolds. 
Let A4 be a real C” manifold. X a C” vector field on M. Introduce the 
equivariant exterior derivative operator on (generally inhomogeneous) C’ 
differential forms o by the formula 
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where i(X) is inner multiplication by X. It satisfies d$= di(X) + i(X)cl= 
LX> the Lie derivative, and d,(~$)=ci~(a)fi+ (~ 1)” a(d,a) if c( is 
homogeneous of degree a. (All products of differential forms are exterior 
products.) There is an equivariant Stokes’s theorem: if r is a piecewise C’ . 
finite m-chain on M which is tangential to X. then 
for every C” form w. This is because along f the second summand of 
d,o = dw + i(X)0 vanishes in degree m = dim r in view of the tangential 
condition. (By definition, the integral over an m-chain of a inhomogeneous 
form is the integral of its component of degree m.) We shall also impose a 
mild regularity condition on the m-chain r: we assume that for every C’ 
form * 
lim +j 
I’nB,(p) $=O 
for k < m = dim r. 
,.+OE 
Here B,:(p) denotes the E-ball in a coordinate system about the point p or 
M. The intersection with the chain r may be defined using a subdivision 
of r and amounts to the set-intersection of f is taken to be a chain carried 
by an oriented variety (which is the only case we will need). The condition 
is always satisfied, for example, when f is a subanalytic chain on a real 
analytic manifold, as one can see from [S, Sects. 4.3.184.3.19; 91. It is in 
particular satisfied for fundamental cycles of complex analytic varieties, as 
is indeed clear from the usual proof of local integrability over such cycles, 
see [7, p. 321, for example. We shall assume the condition satisfied by all 
chains r without special mention. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume: 
(1) X has only isolated zeros. 
(2) f is an m-chain on A4 tangential to X Mithout zeros qf X on its 
boundary. 
(3) o is u C” ,form satisfying d,o = 0. 
(4) cp is an X-invariant, C”’ one-form on u neighbourhood qf r M,hich 
sati?fies 
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on r in some coordinate (x, ) system on M around each zero p of X. Then 
is m = 2n is even and=0 other\+Ge 
E,xplunation. q,(p) is the value at p of the degree-zero component of w. 
B,(p)= jC$<E ‘) in the coordinate system referred to. Observe that 
for small E the boundary c?[Tn B,(p)] is a cycle on the sphere 
S,(p) = {C .x: =E*}. A form cp as in (4) always exists when X leaves 
invariant a Riemann metric g and has only nondegenerate zeros in the 
sense that in a coordinate system around p, 
I 
X= c a,,x, - + higher terms in x, 
Sx’ 
with det(a,) # 0, 
as one can then take cp( Y) = g(X, Y). Alternatively, a suitable cp may be 
constructed locally around each zero of X and patched together with an 
X-invariant partition of unity, which always exists when X leaves a 
Riemann metric invariant. Note that the condition on the behaviour of 
q(x) around a zero p of X concerns only its restriction to f. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let (3 = cp/cp(X). The assumptions imply that 
d,e = 1 + de. This form is invertible on { XZO}: 
(1 +de)y’=C(-l)‘(de)‘. 
For any C” form w on {X# 0) satisfying d,o = 0 one has 
0 = d,(e(d,e)y ‘o). 
Therefore 
= lim I- 
c-0 I ?Crn &(P)l 
e(d,e)-~lo + 1 e(d,e)yw. 
P ?I‘ 
We claim that 
lim c-to ~,‘Cl.nB,(pl, ww lo=0 5 for 2j-n 
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or equivalently 
lim 
I 
d&l’ ’ o =. for 2j<m. 
5: - 0 ?[I-,-’ B,( p,l 44w 
For by assumption we may choose coordinates around p so that 
Since B,(p) is the s-ball in this coordinate system we may therefore replace 
cp(W by E’ on S,(P)= CL .x: = E’} when taking the limit. We may also 
assume w = dx, d.x2 . dx, in coordinates around p, and in particular 
do = 0. This allows us to rewrite the integral using Stokes’s theorem as 
lim L 
,: + 0 E2i 1 
(&)‘w 
In B,(p) 
and this is indeed = 0 for 2j < m by the regularity assumption on r. On the 
other hand, when 2j = m we obtain the formula of the lemma. 
Return to the proof of the integral formula for 
1 
(274” ,,, ‘/,, e’(’ 6’, s 
Use the same letter x for the vector field induced by x on R, through the 
coadjoint action, d, = d+ i(.u) for the equivariant derivative. The form 
x; - gi on &?, satisfies d,(x,, - ar) = 0, hence so does e” mm*. When x E k, 
the same is true of the form p* eY8 O, on 9#* when x is considered a vector 
field on B*, because pj, : B* + Qj. respects the action of K,. However, 
Lemma 1 does not apply directly, because the integral is taken in the 
distribution sense as 
(suppressing the normalizing factor) with f~ C,“(g”). We first show that 
this distribution can be restricted to k,, meaning (here): 
LEMMA 3.2. lp,,r,s {Sk0 f(,u) e5(” dx) a;(d[) converges for,fE C: (k,) and 
defines a distribution on k,. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Take f E C;? (k,) and put 
d”!f(x) d.u, 
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an entire analytic function on g*. We have for each N = 0, 1, 2... an 
estimate 
/@R’iLil 
Id511 6 1 + ,( ,.v 
k 
(1) 
where irk E k8 is the restriction of l to k,, 1 .I is a norm on g*, and 
5 = Re 5 + i Im t according to g* = g,* + igz, as earlier. 
Recall that IRe (1 d const on prY, hence also IRe tk / d const on pry. It 
therefore suffices to show that on prcY one has 
15126Ult,l’+h (2) 
(with a >O, necessarily); for this will guarantee that on Y the function 
q (1 pi. on /A?* is rapidly decreasing along the tibres of 9’ + A?. 
To see (2), identify g = g* by the Killing form ( ., .) and write 
t= tk+rkl according to g=k+kl, and [= tR+i4, according to 
g = g, + igo. We specify the norm on g by setting 151’ = -(<, T<), T the con- 
jugation in g with respect to the compact form u introduced earlier. 
Observe that the involution 0 of g is given by et = </. - tkl. We have 
or 
(5, do = -(i’? 5) + 2(i;k, i’k), (3) 
On the other hand 
or 
(53 Oft) = 15R12 - 15,12 + 2i(<,, &,I 
From (3), 
Wt, 68 = -Reti”, 5) + 2 Re(tk, tk) 
while from (4) 
(4) 
so 
Is’,,‘= ltR12- Re(5, 5) + 2 h(t,, rk) 
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On p;.Y, 15,12 d const (as noted earlier) and (r, <) = (i., i). Thus on ~~$5 
1512~C(I~~12+lir,12)~Ul;b/2+~. 
This proves (2) and thereby Lemma 2. 
Because of Lemma 2 it suffices to show that the integral formula holds 
on k,, i.e., that 
interpreted as a distribution on k, in accordance with Lemma 2 coincides 
on the regular set with the &-invariant function whose values on the 
regular elements of h, n k, is given by the right side of the integral formula. 
(This is seen as in [4, A.6.(3)-(4)].) Choose a &,-invariant, positive- 
definite real-bilinear inner product g( ., .) on g*. For ,f~ Ccx (k,), 
Assume the support of ,f consists of regular elements. The inner integral is 
now of the form to which Lemma 1 applies: When x sky is regular, then 
the vector field 5 -+ x < induced by the coadjoint action has finitely many 
non-degenerate zeros on Q,, namely the ~2, M; E W, if x E h,, and leaves 
invariant the metric g(t, q) = -(c, t;rl). The 2n-cycle piYw on 0; is tangen- 
tial to this vector field, since Sp, is &-stable (being a component of 9) and 
pn is &,-equivariant. According to the remark after Lemma 1 the form 
cp = cp, on Q, may be taken to be 
when q E g* is a tangent vector to Q, at 5 E Q,. Actually it will ultimately 
be convenient to make a different choice for cpI- individually around each 
zero of the vector field, but we do assume cp.x to be given by this formula 
at least for g(t, 5) sufficiently large. This is possible as the different local 
choices of q, may be put together with a &,-invariant partition of unity, 
as was already noted after Lemma 1. That lemma now gives for sufficiently 
large r 
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In the first integral on the right the integration has been transferred from 
Q, to S?* by the map pj, so that the form cp\- is here a form on 9* with 
the requisite properties. In the second integral 
=W(r)=XPiKn jg(5, <)<r}] =p;,cy,.n {g(& r)=r) 
and the form $Y is 
(6) 
Here g(x 5, -) is the one-form cp,,; on 0, introduced above, g(x -, -) is 
its exterior derivative dq,. We show that the second term on the right side 
of Eq. (5) = 0 as distribution on the regular set in k,: 
LEMMA 3.3. For f E C,?(k,) with support on the regular set, 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. One sees from (6) that as function of XE g*, Ic/\-,; 
and all of its partials with respect to x (in a linear coordinate system) are 
bounded on Ix. (1 > E (any e > 0), by homogeneity in x and t. We may 
assume this inequality holds for x in the support off and 151 > R (R large). 
This is because the finitely many points < on Q, as x varies over the 
support 0f.f: Thus 
An integration by parts gives 
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Continuing this way we obtain for each N= 0, 1, 2, . an estimate 
Since 1 Re 5 1 is bounded on p; ,Y the lemma follows. 
From formula (5) and Lemma 3 we obtain 
We now have to evaluate the limits in this formula. It is here that the 
singularities of the variety <U;;. come in. 
We start by constructing the form cp\- entering into formula (7). For that 
purpose we shall make use of the complex structure on Y. We do so by 
transferring the integral (7) from 9’ to 9 by the map r: B* + J* and 
replacing p1 = p;, 0 I. The x-equivariance conditions required for (7) remain 
satisfied as .X E k, and r is K,-equivariant (in fact U-equivariant ). As a 
consequence, we shall now deal with 9 instead of .Y. 
cp, should then be a C” one-form on a neighbourhood of 9 in 9#*, 
invariant under the vector field on 9#* induced by the infinitesimal action 
of a regular element x in h, n k, and satisfying 
in a suitable coordinate system (x,} on .9#* around each point z,. = (z,., 0). 
As mentioned, this may be done locally around each point zJ separately. 
We first introduce coordinates in a neighbourhood of z,. on g as follows. 
Write g= xn, +zV, h-stable decomposition. Choose a basis uI, 
FXE -y-IA+, of root vectors for n ,- (A + the roots of h in z,). Write a 
general u E n;. as v = C, qaoz with qx E C. (Here and elsewhere the sum 
runs over CIE -y ‘A+.) 
The map n-; -+ G9, L’ + exp(u) z,. is biholomorphic to a neighbourhood of 
z,. in 98, so that we can introduce coordinates qa around z, by writing 
h = exp(C, qlul). zP. The coordinates qz on .9# extend to canonical coor- 
dinates qz, pz on its holomorphic cotangent bundle 9#*: pn = iY/dq, as 
function on %9*. In these coordinates q,, pz the action of exp X, x E h is 
given by 
ew x: (qzI P,) + (Ox, e “P,), 
where a = a(x). 
The canonical one-form on the cotangent bundle B* is 
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From the definition of 9 as the union of the conormals of the K orbits on 
27 it is clear that this one-form vanishes on vectors tangential to 9, 
1 p,(t) s:(f) = 0 
for any differentiable curve (qx(t), p,(t)) which lies on 3, i.e., 
C p,dqq,=O on Z. 
Define a map f :  8* + 8 in these coordinates on a neighborhood of the 
point (z,,, 0) by the formula 
.f(% P) = 4 + P, i.e., fA4, p) = q, + P, 
the bar denoting complex conjugation. Observe that the map .f is 
H, n K,-equivariant. Since F is a union of conormals, the following lemma 
should be geometrically plausible. 
LEMMA 3.4. On 2. 
lq+P12= lq12+ IP12+4q12+ IPI’). 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Write 
lq+plZ= lq12+ Ip12+q.p+g.p. 
It suffices to show that 
1q.P 
1412+ IPl’iO 
as (q, p) 4 (0,O) on 9. 
So assume (qk, pk) + (0,O) on I, (qk, pk) # (0,O). TO show: 
lim sup IYk Pkl 
k /4k12$ lPk12=0. 
Put 
Pass to subsequence of (qk, pk) for which 2: Jqk .pkl converges to the 
lim sup and then to a further subsequence for which (I,q,, 3.,p,) 
converges as well, say to (u, M’), so that the lim sup = u. ~1. The coordinate 
vector (t’, ~1) lies on the tangent cone to the closure of 22’ at z,. = (0,O) as 
an analytic subvariety of the (q, p)-coordinate space. According to a result 
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of Whitney [22], the vectors on the tangent cone may also be realized as 
tangent vectors of differentiable arcs on the closure of 3. So we can write 
(4 I+>) = (q’(O), P’(O)), 
where (q(r), p(t)) is a differentiable arc on B with (q(O), p(O)) = (0,O). 
Since p(t) q'(r) = 0 on 3 we obtain by differentiation at t = 0 that 
p’(O) q'(0) = 0, i.e., c IV = 0. This proves the lemma. 
For the form cp ~ in formula (7) we take around cV, 
where c( = U(X) for the fixed regular element x E h, n k, and ,f, = qz + p, as 
before. q is C”, invariant under H, n K,, and cp,(x) = C, fJE = 
lq+p12= lq12+ Ip12+o(~q~2+o(lq~2+ lp12) on 3. So cp, satisfies all 
requirements. The e-ball B,(z,.) in formula (7) is B,(z,.) = 
{ lq12 + I p212 GE’}, and the limit to be calculated is 
(8) 
=n!n 
n 
where 
7-c= n cl, 
ZCA, 
and 
(9) 
cpo = c .fx df, = c (4% + p,)(&, + 4,). 
7 9 
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Since 2, p, dq, = 0 on 2‘ ond finds that 
ho = c 4a 4, - dD,dpz on Y. 
Therefore 
= (27ci)“( - l)‘(‘V)+‘(.” Eu- ~ 
7l _( IO 
In this formula one can again replace ~2‘ by .Y and z,. by s,.. 
Substituting then into (7) and replacing the product of the roots in 2: 
as in (9) by the product of the roots in s; (which introduces a factor 
(- 1)““) completes the proof of the integral formula. 
4. EULER NUMBERS ON G/P AND SOME EXAMPLES 
In this section we collect some simple observations concerning the Euler 
numbers which enter into the integral formula. 
We now denote the fixed Bore1 subgroup of G, by B and realize J as 
G,/B x Go/B. The orbits of the diagonal Kc G, x G, on Go/B x Go/B are in 
obvious closure-preserving one-to-one correspondence with the orbits of B 
on Go/B (Schubert cells): K. (wB, 1 B) ++ B . ,cB, MS E W,. The Euler number 
at ( yB, 1 B) on the closure of K. (wB, 1B) equals the Euler number at yB 
on the closure of B. wB (Schubert variety). We agree that “Euler number 
on.. . ” means “Euler number on the closure of .” as before. 
Notation. P 1 B = a parabolic subgroup of G,,. 
A+ = {roots of h, in h}. 
AZ = {a E A+: --2 a root in p} = positive roots for the reductive part 
of P. 
W, = the Weyl group of the reductive part of P. 
[ W,,/ W,] = { 1%’ E W,,: IV. A ,’ c -A + 1, a system of coset repre- 
sentatives for W,/ W,. 
N- opposite to the unipotent radical N of B. 
N-(P)=N- nw,N- wp, where 
M’~E W,, w,.A,+, wP.A; c -A;. 
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Then NP = NP (P)( N n P). The following lemma is well known and easy 
to prove. 
LEMMA 4.1. For w, y  E [ WJW,], ByP < BwP $ ByB < BwB. Ij’so, 
(BwP)n(yN P)=(NnyN (P)J’ ').(B~B)~(N~~'M.~I'"'N )).P 
(direct decomposition). 
Explanation. ByP < BM~P means ByPc BwP. The lemma may be 
viewed as saying that in the afline neighbourhood JJN- P of the point ?‘P 
in Go/P the image of the second factor provides a cross section to the 
Schubert cell B. yP (represented by the first factor) in the Schubert variety 
B. wP. Such transversals are familiar from the work of KazhdanLusztig 
c121. 
COROLLARY 4.2. For y, w E [ W,/ W,] with y  < M 
EU,.,(B~~P)=EU,,~(B~WB)=EU,.[(B~B)~(N-JJ~~~,~N-)]. 
Proof of Corollary 4.2. It is clear from the lemma that the Euler num- 
ber of the Schubert variety B . WP c G,/P at yP is the same as the Euler 
number of the Bruhat variety BwP in G, at .r. Compare: 
(1) (m)n(yN~-P) 
=(NnvN~m(P)yp').[(BwB)n(NpynyNp)].P. 
(2) (BwB)n(yN-P) 
The first factors on the right, being alline spaces, may be omitted in 
calculating Euler numbers, hence the corollary. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. We calculate some Euler numbers for G, of type A in 
rank < 3. It will be convenient to work with G,,= GL(n, C) rather than 
with PGL(n, C). 
For n = 2, 3 the Euler numbers Eu,. BwB are = 1 or =0 depending on 
whether y < w or not, as the Schubert varieties are all smooth in this case. 
For n = 4 the Euler numbers are again = 1 or =0 as above with the 
these exceptions: 
WI= (3412) and y = 1, or (2134); 
)v= (4231) and y = 1, (2134), (1243), or (2143) 
in which case the Euler numbers = 2. The elements M’, J’ of W, = S, are 
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here written as permutations of (1234). As sample we take n = 4, 
1~=(4231), ~,=(2143), ~,IvEW,=S,. That Eu, BbtlB=2 may be seen as 
follows. 
In GL(n, C) with B= {upper triangular} the Bruhat variety BwB con- 
sists of all invertible n x n matrices [u,,] satisfying for all 1 d k d m d H. 
rank[a,:,t,,,(k)+l<i<n, l<j<m]dm-k. 
Here M‘,( 1) < MI,(~) < < w,,(m) is the increasing rearrangement of the 
first m terms of the permutation bt’ = (w( 1 ), w(2), . . . . bt(n)) in W, = S,,. On 
the other hand, the aftine space YN n N y may be described thus: it 
consists of all n x n matrices with entries = 1 as in the permutation matrix 
YE W, = S,, (i.e., in the places ij, i= I(j)) and O’s above and to the right of 
these 1’s. The remaining entries are arbitrary. If one applies this recipe to 
the u’ and y above one finds that in this case ( JN n N j>) n BwB consists 
of matrices of the form 
for which the 2 x 2 submatrix of *‘s has det = 0. Thus V= {z = [ ?; ;;;I ), 
Its conormal variety is 
where 
Y’ = closure of { (2, M.) E C4 x C4 / 0 #I E V, II‘ E C:‘). 
The bi-projective tangent cone of 3‘ at (0,O) is 
Z=(([z],[z'])EPC3xPC'~zECJ, 
where Cc PC3 is the projective tangent cone of $ at 0. One finds 
Eu~(V)=(-~)~+’ 
i 
(1 +w) ‘(1 -cd) 1. 
% 
Since both o and o’ pull back to w under PC'+ PC" x pC3, [z] + 
([z], [z’]), we obtain 
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5. APPENDIX: EULER NUMBERS 
Recall the definition of Euler number given at the end of Section 1. We 
may assume we are dealing with a uniformly d-dimensional algebra sub- 
variety V of C”, the point in question being the origin. Let V c C” x (C”)* 
be the conormal variety (= the closure of the conormal bundle of the 
regular set of) V in C”. Then 
Eu,(V)=(-I)” ‘fim -& 
J’ L 
&(dW-@W 1 
,1 
, (1) r-n.5 I nB, 
where q= (q,, . . . . q,z) in C”, p= (p,, . . . . p,,) in (CT)*, dq .dq=C,dq,dq,, 
and B,,= {1q12+ Ipl’bc’). 
The above limit in (1) can be written as an integral over the bi-projective 
trangent cone Z of V at (0,O) as follows. The tangent cone $0 of Y. at 
(0, 0) is a subvariety of C” x (C”)* stable under scalar multiplications in 
either factor. Z is the corresponding subvariety of C” ’ x (PC ‘)* and 
Eu,,( I’) = ( - 1 )I’+ ’ 1 (l+w) ‘(1 -to’) ‘) (2) ‘7 
where 
cn+%logIql and 
are the Kahler two-forms of the Fubini-Study metrics on PC” and 
(PC”-‘)*. 
From 17, p. 391; 201 one sees first of all that 
It should be noted that the tangent cone $0 must here be counted with 
multiplicity, i.e., considered as algebraic cycle associated to the tangent 
cone scheme (See [22, 151 for more details on tangent cones, [6] for 
algebraic cycles, [20] for the reduction of limits of integrals to the tangent 
cone. ) 
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To evaluate the second integral in (3) we change coordinates as follows. 
Choose a holomorphic section U: CP”- ’ + C” - {O} defined on an open 
subset of CP” ‘. Put q = su with s E C x. Then 
Here IX . p = C ~,fi, for vector-valued forms SI = (M , , ), p = (fl, , ). 
In the integral (3) we only need keep those terms in the expansion of 
(sq dq)’ which involve d.7 and df only in the factor df ds. Indicating other 
terms by dots we have 
(dti.du)‘p’-(j-1)(dUdu)‘p2 
(dii . u)(U . duu) 
lu12 
+ . 
(dti.u)(U.du) 
lu12 
’ ‘+ ,, 
= jlsul" y {(7aloglu12}‘-‘+ “.. 
Write similarly p = rv and substitute into (3) to find 
Eq'(3)= C (-l)X(j-,):ljk-l)!S / su / 2J 
/+k=n I on ( ~sul2 + /I# < I ) 
,,didtdsds ,~, 
x ItfJ lt)2wW 
Olk- I 
Integrate first over s and t, using the beta-integral 
the above expression becomes 
This gives the desired expression for the Euler number as an integral over 
the bi-projective tangent cone 2. 
580 Yh I-,, 
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In terms of the Chern classes of the tautological line bundles G( 1) on 
PC” ~ ’ and O’( - 1) on (CPn - ’ )’ we have 
co= -cl(Cr(-l))=c,((~(-l)*)=r~,([~(l)), co’= -c.,((i’( - I)). 
Write c = 1 + c, for the total Chern class. Then (2) becomes 
Eu,( I’) = ( - 1 )‘(I+ ’ ) 
J 
c(C(1)) ‘c(cr’(-1)) 1. 
7 
This agrees with the formula for Eu,( V) given by Sabbah [ 18, 
Lemme (1.2.2)], except that the bi-projective tangent cone Z of $’ at (0,O) 
is there replaced by the fundamental cycle of [ I’, where [ is defined as 
follows. 
Write P-Y-c C” x (CP” ‘)* for the projective conormal variety of 
Vc C” with projection 5: PY- + I/. Then i is the blow-up of PY“ along 
r-‘(O) composed with T .  This means that i-‘(O) is the bi-projective variety 
associated to the normal cone N of the libre Y’(0) over OE V in Y^. On the 
other hand, Z is associated in the same way to the tangent cone & of ?’ 
at (0,O). So to show that our definition agrees with Sabbah’s it suffices to 
show that N = Y;,. 
Let Zc C[q, p], be the ideal of 3‘~ C” = (C”)*. The ideal of Y-(O) in the 
coordinate ring C[q, p]/l of V is then J= (q),/I, where (q) is the ideal 
generated by q,, . . . . q,l in C[q, p]. By definition [6, Appendix B.51, the 
(affme) normal cone N of Y’(O) in Ye is Spec of the graded ring 
R= @ Jk/J”” 
k>O 
= 0 (41klIn kdk + (4)/‘ + ' 
k>O 
= @ (dk/rk> 
k>O 
where I, consists of polynomials fk(q, p), homogeneous of degree k in q, 
which occur as q-leading terms of polynomialsf(q, p) in I: 
f(4> PI =.fk(% P) mod(q)k + ‘. (4) 
Hence 
R = CCq> PI/~,, 
where I+ = C I, in C[q, p] and the grading in R is according to degree 
in q. 
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On the other hand, the tangent cone %i to Y at (0,O) is Spec of the 
graded ring 
R’ = C[q, PI/~*, 
where I* is generated by polynomialsf”(q, p), homogeneous of degree k in 
(q, p), which occur as (q, p)-leading terms of polynomials f(q, p) in I: 
f(% P) =P(a P) mod(q, p)” + I (5) 
The grading on R’ is by degree in (q, p). Since the ideal I of % is 
homogeneous in p, it suffices to take polynomials ,f(q, p) which are 
homogeneous in p in (4) and (5), hence I, = I*, and therefore N= Y. as 
schemes. 
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